Full-scale Quality Assurance Testing of Small Spacecraft
in Ground-based Vacuum Facilities
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We developed facilities for full-scale testing of small spacecraft
in a low Earth orbit (LEO)–type environment. The facilities are
comprised of a vacuum chamber capable of thermal cycling, a
plasma source capable of producing streaming ions (1–4 eV) and
low-energy electrons (~0.1 eV), and a host of diagnostic tools.
Quality assurance tests can be formed at full-scale on 3-U
CubeSats (and potentially larger) to assess system or component
performance in a realistic plasma environment.
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Plasma Diagnostics
The test system can be cycled through a range of realistic temperatures
to assess component operations or the effect of mechanical stresses
due to thermal cycling. This is particularly useful for verifying the
efficacy of epoxies or adhesives. Combined with low pressures, thermal
cycling can create outgassing that could contaminate sensors or other
diagnostic tools such as Langmuir probes. Hence, a system-wide test in
a realistic LEO-like environment is beneficial.

The plasma source can be configured to operate using
many gasses include argon, nitrogen, and oxygen
(making it possible to produce oxygen ions).

Spacecraft Charging
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Our facilities include x-y linear stages, ultralow vacuum, electrical feedthroughs, gas
feedthroughs,
and
thermocouple
feedthroughs. The plasma diagnostics tools
include Langmuir probes (LPs), emissive
probes, retarding potential analyzers (RPAs),
and Mach probes.

Our facilities can be used to evaluate spacecraft charging mitigation
schemes when using in-situ diagnostics such as Langmuir probes.
Spacecraft charging has been shown to cause >100% error in electron
temperature measurements as well as cause damaging arcing. Properly
operating mitigation techniques, which are critical to satellite health
and data fidelity, can be tested on the ground in real time. Our facilities
are also capable of testing individual components, whose operation is
dependent on the plasma environment (e.g., thermionic cathodes,
field emitters, plasma diagnostic tools, etc.).
Full-scale, 1-U, with
ITO-coated cover glass
for spacecraft charging
mitigation

• Langmuir probe
• X-Y linear stages
• Emissive probe
• Mach probe
• Retarding Potential
Analyzer
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